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CHAPTER 1
translocation and transformation: 
Some Middle Eastern Objects in Europe
Anna Contadini
Increasing attention has been paid of late to evaluating the significance of contacts be-
tween Renaissance Europe, especially Italy, and the Islamic Middle East. Within the 
intellectual domain, this has ranged from the examination, say, of the reasons for the 
re-edition of texts such as Avicenna’s Canon to a broader survey of the nature and cul-
tural implications of European perceptions as reflected in the increasing flow of what 
might be termed ethnographic literature. Within the domain of art history, on the oth-
er hand, attention has been devoted above all to the trade in artefacts and on what one 
might term their afterlife, the complex ways in which, once acquired, they provoke rip-
ples of influence. Thus, beyond essential economic questions concerning the amassing 
and disbursing of disposable income for the acquisition of objects of value—primarily 
carpets, fabrics, metalwork and glass—and the establishment and maintenance of the 
appropriate mercantile infrastructure, scholarship has dwelt principally upon recep-
tion, upon the ways in which, for example, Turkish rugs were incorporated in paintings 
as signifiers of luxury. A further focus of attention has been the cognate topic of the de-
velopment of a commonality of attitude and style allowing for increasing ease of trans-
fer, which encouraged an Ottoman sultan to commission medals and portraits from 
an Italian artist, or an Italian compiler of a pattern book to include Middle Eastern 
designs. International trade consisted in part of artefacts produced for specific foreign 
markets, some of them, indeed, commissioned: grand Italian families might even order 
metalwork salvers from Middle Eastern craftsmen with a blank field for the subsequent 
addition of their coat of arms. But of particular interest, from a cultural perspective, 
is the way in which functions might change, as with carpets, which tended to be used 
less on the floor, as in the Middle East, than as coverings for tables and other items of 
furniture. Design features, too, might occasionally be applied in unexpected contexts: 
an Arabic calligraphic band, for example, could reappear as a pseudo-Kufic inscription 
on the halo of a Madonna.
When we turn to earlier periods, we find that such shifts become the norm, with 
objects being placed in new environments and put to radically new uses. We have less 
information on what was traded, so that the mechanics of acquisition are unclear and 
in some cases were probably haphazard, particularly when booty and looted objects are 
taken into account. But with several pieces—however they may have been obtained—
we are faced with drastic forms of functional 
dislocation as a result of which new meanings 
and symbolic values are assigned and original 
ones obscured. Study of such objects may thus 
involve complex trails of inquiry not merely 
into how and why they were transformed and 
how they were perceived in their new setting, 
but also into what their previous function and 
valuation had been; and to this we may add, 
as a legitimate pendant, consideration of the 
intellectual frameworks within which scholar-
ship has operated with regard to them.
A hitherto neglected but representative 
example is the object now known as the Reli-
quary of the Nails of Saint Clare (Pl. 1.1).1 This 
is a wonderful rock crystal vessel, mounted 
on a high copper gilt stem with a base embel-
lished with semiprecious stones. The flask con-
tains the relic which gives it its name.2 Saint 
Clare, who died in 1253, was the devoted dis-
ciple of Francis of Assisi, with whom she co-
founded the closed order of the Clarisse, or 
Poor Clares.3 The relic thus is Christian; the 
reliquary belongs to a convent—the protomo-
nastero (that is: the head house) of the nuns 
of Saint Clare in Assisi—and the mount is an 
example of western European goldsmithry. But the rock crystal is from Fatimid Egypt, 
so that the complex and extraordinary item of which it forms a part may suitably be 
considered emblematic of such processes of transformation combining embellishment, 
functional displacement, and effacement of any consciousness of origin. Just as Euro-
pean painters blithely allow the lute to be played by Christian angels,4 all knowledge of 
its Islamic cultural roots erased, this rock crystal piece and others like it have been con-
verted into specifically Christian religious vessels, altered in their appearances by being 
made into composites, and decisively detached from their original milieu and func-
tion.5 Indeed, the flask containing the nails has been set upside down upon its mount 
(Fig. 1.1). The latter, a chalice of gilded copper, has a foot with six lobes onto each of 
which is set a strongly protruding semiprecious stone and a smooth cylindrical stem 
interrupted at mid-height by a knot adorned with five white pearls (there should be six, 
but one is missing).
The crystal itself is unfortunately chipped at the top, and also slightly at the sides, 
but the damage is minor, so that the full extent of its carved decoration can still be 
seen. Its height is nine centimetres (the total height of the reliquary being twenty centi-
metres) and the maximum width seven centimetres; drilled into it is a cylindrical hole, 
Fig  1 1 Reliquary of the Nails of Saint Clare 
(see also Pl. 1.1), detail
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seven centimetres long and one centimetre wide—a size that makes it a quite conven-
ient receptacle for nail clippings. The crystal is very clear, which would, according to 
al-Biruni, point to it probably being of East African origin, for he tells us that African 
rock crystal is clearer and therefore of better quality than that from the main alter-
native source, Azerbaijan, which tends to be cloudier.6 The carving is sharp but fluid, 
and exhibits mastery in its curved floral decoration that allows us to relate this piece 
confidently to Fatimid Egypt, for it consists of the typically Fatimid multi-petalled pal-
mette (Fig. 1.1). This motif is found not only on other rock crystals but also on ivories, 
as in the pattern of the dancer’s robe on one of the ivory plaques in the Bargello Mu-
seum in Florence (Fig. 1.2);7 on lustre painted ceramics, as on a bowl in Berlin;8 and in 
manuscript illuminations, as in the Fatimid Qur’an in the Chester Beatty Library, dated 
428 H / 1037 AD (Fig. 1.3).9 There are, in addition, half palmettes and leaves, all sym-
metrically carved with a main stem in the centre, fastened by three ‘rings’ with vertical 
incisions on them. Several types of cut are used: straight, at an angle, and incisions; this 
diversity not only permits a sophisticated decoration but also allows the light to play 
with the crystal in different ways, making it vibrant.
Fig  1 2 Ivory plaque, carved in relief and openwork. Fatimid 
Egypt, 11th century. Florence, Museo Nazionale del Bargello: 
inv. no. 80c 6
Fig  1 3 Qur’an manuscript. Fatimid Egypt (?), dated 428 H /
 1037 AD. Dublin, Chester Beatty Library: Is 1430
Inside the hole, wrapped around the nails, there is a small parchment strip with an 
inscription in an ‘old’ hand and in a brown, slightly faded ink that identifies the relic 
as “De Ungulis Sanctae Clarae,” while around the crystal is a thin red string with a red 
wax seal showing, in relief, the silhouette of Saint Clare holding a monstrance. This 
form of representation has been related to a story in the hagiographic accounts. Ac-
cording to this, in 1234, when the walls of San Damiano, the church where Clare and 
the other nuns lived, were breached by mercenaries in the army of Frederick II, Clare 
was ill in bed but reportedly rose and went to the window with a chalice containing the 
Blessed Sacrament. She was said to have raised the chalice towards the soldiers—some 
of them Saracen, or Muslim—upon which they fell backwards from the ladder they 
had climbed and fled.10
The metal chalice with semiprecious stones that supports the reliquary was added 
in Italy, perhaps in the thirteenth or fourteenth century. Although the possibility that it 
was a readapted mount from another object cannot be totally discarded, given the good 
fit we may assume that in all probability it was created especially for this reliquary. The 
type represented by the mount of the Assisi flask—a stem with a polylobed base—re-
Fig  1 4 Rock crystal vase with 
mount. Fatimid rock crystal, 
Egypt, 10th century; Silver gilt 
mount, Italian, 19th century. 
 London, Keir Collection: R10
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curs with other rock crystal pieces of Middle Eastern origin, and the practice of provid-
ing richly worked European mounts for such vessels is a long-standing one, continuing 
even up to the nineteenth century. The mount of another Fatimid rock crystal object, 
a vase in the Keir Collection (Fig. 1.4), provides a close parallel to the foot of the Assisi 
mount both in terms of shape and in the way that semiprecious stones have been set 
on the lobes, protruding upwards and outwards. Probably executed in the nineteenth 
century, it constitutes a late revival of an early Renaissance type.11
We thus have a group of composite objects made of disparate materials originat-
ing in different locations and assembled at different times. But for the Assisi flask the 
more radical transformation was undoubtedly that of function and associated mean-
ing: what is now a sacred object, a reliquary containing the nail clippings of a vener-
ated thirteenth-century Italian saint, was previously secular, a rock crystal of Egyptian 
manufacture of the second half of the tenth century that probably served as a perfume 
flask.12 The common element that underpins the two and allows the transfer is thus the 
aesthetic, the fashioning of a rare and valuable raw material into a precious, delicately 
carved artefact that, having adorned a wealthy household while serving a practical pur-
pose, was later found to be a fit container for a holy object, possibly even enhancing, 
through its very rarity and beauty, the sacred power of the relic within.13
The craftsmanship involved, and the very transparency of the crystal, could not have 
been matched in contemporary European artefacts, but awareness of this does not nec-
essarily imply any consciousness of a Middle Eastern connection, and the same is true 
for other pieces of Middle Eastern provenance that were re-used in European contexts 
during the Middle Ages. We have, at the moment, huge gaps in our knowledge of the 
early history of such objects, so that it can be no more than a plausible conjecture to 
suggest that a piece which would become the Reliquary of the Nails of Saint Clare may 
have come to Italy as a traded object. We do, however, know something of its more re-
cent history, for at an earlier stage in its life as a reliquary our rock crystal flask seems 
to have been entrusted with quite a different object, a piece of the cane believed to be 
used for Christ’s flagellation. This appears in the 1741 account of Bishop Ringhieri,14 
and from the report by Bracaloni it seems clear that in 1919 it still contained this partic-
ular relic.15 It was used to house the nail clippings of Saint Clare by 1934, as attested in 
the handwritten list of the relics of the Saint that Sister Chiara Lucia Rovelli compiled 
in that year.16 The major relics were then placed in modern walnut and glass showcas-
es, while most of the smaller ones, including the nails now contained in our reliquary, 
were removed from the caskets crafted for them in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies and placed in other cabinets located in the church’s newly designed relic shrine 
situated in the Chapel of Saint George. In 1958 the relics were transferred to a smaller 
area, near the sacristy, at the back of the Chapel of the Crucifix of San Damiano and in 
2000 the crypt of the church was expanded to make room for a much more complete 
exposition of the relics in new climatised showcases.
How did this and the other Islamic rock crystals reach Europe? We know that many 
of those that are now in religious institutions in Christian Europe were not placed 
there directly on arrival from the Middle East: whether or not they were acquired by 
Crusaders, they tended to be owned first by 
secular rulers and aristocratic families, only 
later to be donated to the church by queens, 
kings and doges, or even gifted to popes who 
subsequently passed them on as donations to 
the churches. Many had previously been in-
corporated into the Byzantine imperial treas-
ure, arriving in Venice after the sack of Con-
stantinople in 1204, while others probably only 
reached Venice after 1261, when the Venetians 
were forced to abandon Constantinople.17 One 
example is the extraordinary rock crystal vase 
in San Marco which arrived in Venice around 
the second half of the thirteenth century and 
was then given a mount by two Venetian gold-
smiths, according to the earliest extant inven-
tory of the treasury of San Marco, that of 1283 
(Fig. 1.5).18 It is thus possible that the Assisi 
flask was not a traded object in the commer-
cial sense; indeed, it might be hypothesized 
that when it arrived in Italy it was already 
the reliquary of the cane (if without its metal 
mount), coming either from the Holy Land or 
from Byzantium.
A particularly striking example of an object 
subjected to such a radical functional trans-
formation before arriving in western Europe 
is provided by another rock crystal reliquary, 
a bottle in the treasury of San Marco which ar-
rived in Venice with its relic already inside it, 
and could at some point have been housed in 
a silver casket (Pl. 1.2).19 In the mid-thirteenth 
century it was mounted on a gold chalice,20 a 
change that not only enhanced the preciousness of the relic but also allowed it to be 
seen and displayed: gold ribbons encase the bottle without touching it, so that its deco-
ration can be seen and appreciated, thereby emphasising the unique value of its holy 
contents. We know that on special occasions the archdeacon of San Marco would show 
the congregation this reliquary, secured around his neck by a chain reported to be three 
and a quarter metres long,21 suggesting that it could have been carried by someone else, 
perhaps a deacon, to bring it closer to the congregation.
At one level this is just another example of a common and enduring phenomenon: 
the western European acquisition of relics from the East that went on throughout the 
Middle Ages and was associated particularly with the relationship with Byzantium. 
Fig  1 5 Rock crystal vase with mount. Abbasid or 
Fatimid rock crystal, 9th or 10th century; Silver gilt 
mount with precious stones, Venice, 13th century. 
Venice, Treasury of San Marco: inv. no. 99
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In the early stages the gifting of relics formed part of Byzantine diplomacy, emphasis-
ing the Empire’s power and religious status, and the artistic quality of the receptacles 
within which the relics were housed were to have a lasting effect on Western stylistic 
orientations. Later, during the fourth Crusade and the sack of Constantinople (1204), 
relics could be appropriated or simply be pillaged, and later still, as Byzantine power 
ebbed away, emperors would attempt to trade them to fend off financial and military 
collapse.22
We do not know the circumstances under which this particular reliquary came to 
Venice. The bottle is carved in relief decorated with the palmettes and scrolls typical of 
Fatimid, Egyptian production. It is unlikely that the Venetians were aware of its ulti-
mate origins, even though it has an Arabic inscription around the neck in Kufic, or an-
gular script, a type known on secular objects from the Middle East, for it is most likely 
that the inscription was not recognised as such, being thought of as just part of the dec-
oration. Indeed, calligraphic / epigraphic lines are often so well intermingled with floral, 
arabesque-type decorative motifs that they appear to become part of it, to the extent 
that only a trained eye can distinguish them as an inscription. Unfamiliarity with the 
language, and even more with the calligraphic script used, would be sufficient to guar-
antee a lack of awareness of its pedigree. However, what confirms European ignorance 
of the original Middle Eastern cultural locus of this object, and what, in its Christian 
guise, confers on it a status that is truly unique, is that while the Arabic inscription 
simply expresses formulaic hopes for the owner’s happiness and wealth, another, Latin, 
inscription runs around one of the gold bands of the reliquary’s chalice mount, telling 
us that “hic est sanguis Christi.”23
Hindsight allows us to view this particular juxtaposition and the radical change 
of function it proclaims as startling, or even ironic. The medieval worshipper, on the 
other hand, may well have experienced a sense of wonder at the combination of a su-
premely sacred relic and a container of exquisite beauty and artistry. Textual evidence 
of its reception is sadly lacking, but we do have a very interesting inventory entry for 
one piece, the vase of the Queen of Aquitaine (Pl. 1.3), and an extraordinary inscrip-
tion on the wonderful metal mount of the object itself,24 which records it as being a 
gift from an Arab king. The vase is carved in honeycomb decoration, a technique well 
known in Sasanian Iran that continues into the early Islamic period. Accordingly, it can 
be dated between the sixth and the ninth, or possibly even the early tenth century (but 
it is unlikely that it is, as has been suggested, a Fatimid piece).25 Written by the abbot 
Suger (1081–1151), the entry runs:
Still another vase, looking like a pint bottle of beryl or crystal, which the Queen 
of Aquitaine had presented to our Lord King Louis as a newly wed bride on their 
first voyage, and the King to us as a tribute of his great love, we offered most affec-
tionately to the Divine Table for libation. We have recorded the sequence of these 
gifts on the vase itself, after it had been adorned with gems and gold, in some little 
verses: ‘As a bride, Eleanor gave this vase to King Louis, Mitadolus to her grandfa-
ther, the King to me, and Suger to the saints.’
(hoc vas sponsa dedit Aanor regi Ludovico, Mitadolus avo, mihi rex, Sanctisque 
Sugerus).26
Mitadolus may be identified as Abd al-Malik Ibn Hud Imad al-Dawla, King of Sara-
gossa in 1110, who is mentioned in a Spanish chronicle as “Midadolan”.27 This ‘memory’ 
marker of a different cultural past, one of Muslim Spain, is quite exceptional. In the 
inventory entry Suger wrote the name Mitadolus in blue ink, against the black of the 
rest, and this has been taken as a possible intention to give prominence to an illustrious 
king, memory of whom was still vivid at the time.28 The inscription and inventory are 
also invaluable in helping to confirm that such mounts were expressly designed to en-
hance the beauty of an already beautiful object and, in the case of a royal donation, to 
express gratitude and recognition by adding to its preciousness, all for the appreciation 
of the angels and the Lord.
Unfortunately such information is quite exceptional. For most pieces we have no 
certain knowledge about where and how they were acquired, and the same is true, at 
least at the moment, for the Assisi reliquary. But we can at least place it fairly securely 
within a sophisticated tradition of craftsmanship centred in Fatimid Egypt, and we can 
also situate it within a pattern of dispersal leading to the presence of numerous rock 
crystal pieces in European collections. They testify to the acquisition of Islamic arte-
facts from an early date, and we know something of the uses to which they have been 
put. Rock crystal objects began to arrive in Europe at least as early as the early elev-
enth century, as the two inserted in the ambo of Henry II in Aachen testify,29 and they 
continued to be acquired thereafter, being used in both secular and sacred contexts. 
The fact that they were given valuable mounts and put on display in noble houses and 
churches means that they can reasonably be considered an integral part of the wide-
spread acquisition of Middle Eastern luxury artefacts alongside other Middle Eastern 
imports such as metalwork and carpets. Such acquisitions were to be particularly char-
acteristic of the Renaissance, and especially of Renaissance Italy.30
In respect to these later imports, it is possible to detect a shift of emphasis in how 
they were perceived. As a result, one may begin to speak of cultural influence, for they 
were to affect the evolution of European taste and design in ways that cannot be ex-
haustively discussed here.31 Many Renaissance imports became integral to various 
changes in the European perception of the Near East, especially as they were a signifi-
cant element in the economically important trading relationships that survived peri-
odic hostilities at the political level during periods of Mamluk and, especially, Ottoman 
domination. Oriental rugs, fabrics, and various forms of metalwork adorned wealthy 
noble and mercantile homes, and their characteristic design features were, in various 
degrees, imitated and reapplied in novel formats. This practice eventually contributed 
to the eighteenth-century phenomenon that has been termed turquerie, the featuring 
of elements of interior decoration and costume alongside dramatic plots of abduction 
and restoration set in the seraglio. Here, then, the original objects, coveted as before 
for their beauty, become signifiers of luxury sufficiently powerful to generate a stylistic 
trend, one capable both of domesticating the Other and isolating it as culturally exotic. 
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Essentialist traits could readily be attached to this 
view as the trend towards Orientalist stereotyping 
gathered pace.
There are also exceptional objects acquired at an 
early stage that were arguably subjected to process-
es of transformation driven by consciously ideolog-
ical motives. Two of the most striking are found in 
Pisa: one is the well-known bronze griffin (Fig. 1.6; 
cover-illustration), the other an Andalusian mar-
ble capital (Pl. 1.4), each one placed at a differ-
ent point on the roof of the cathedral. The capital, 
raised aloft on a short column, was situated at the 
end of the gabled roof of the north transept, pos-
sibly supporting, as ist modern replacement does, 
a Pisan cross (Fig. 1.7).32 Given its relatively small 
size, 40 × 46 × 47 cm, the intricacy of its carving is 
lost to view at such a height, and the idea of plac-
ing it on the roof appears, if judged in purely visual 
terms, to be even more eccentric than the placing of 
its companion piece there, for the griffin is at least 
visible, even if its details are not. Given that the capital seems to have been placed there 
early on, during the first or second phase of the cathedral’s construction,33 it is gener-
ally thought that it was consciously displayed as a trophy marking one of Pisa’s victo-
ries, and, assuming that to be the case, it is interesting to note that it was placed on the 
northern side of the cathedral, facing the sea, thus connecting it with Pisa’s maritime 
activities. More obviously, were it surmounted by a cross, this too could be understood 
as a symbol of Muslim defeat. However obvious such a reading may be, it should cer-
tainly not be discounted, given the existence of even bolder Christian statements: for 
example, the Gothic church that was implanted, under Charles V, in the middle of the 
mezquita in Cordoba, in the opposite axial direction and with a roof and cupola that 
protrude sufficiently to obliterate the view of the mezquita from the approaches to Cor-
doba, or the Renaissance palace that the same sovereign incongruously inserted in the 
middle of the Alhambra. In both cases the result was to spoil the delicate structure of 
the complex and create an aesthetic mess.
The capital has an Arabic inscription that says “‘amal fatḥ al-naqqāsh ‘abdih” (the 
work of Fatḥ the sculptor, his servant).34 It is carved with acanthus leaves at three lev-
els, with the inscription, in the so-called Kufic script, on the central upper band of one 
side. The oldest examples of the tradition of stone sculpture of Muslim Spain, to which 
it belongs, are capitals produced during the reigns of ‘Abd al-Rahman I and II dur-
ing the late eighth and early ninth centuries; one, indeed, bears an inscription with the 
name of ‘Abd al-Rahman II.35 The typology of these capitals has been studied by Man-
uel Jiménez Ocaña and Patrice Cressier, who see them as belonging to a large group of 
Spanish Corinthian capitals that retain characteristics of their classical models in, for 
Fig  1 6 Bronze griffin. Spain (?), 11th to 12th cen-
tury. Pisa, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo
example, the bands of acanthus leaves, although these ones here are more stylised.36 
Even further removed from classical naturalistic models are the Spanish capitals of the 
following century, which seem, with their busier decoration style, to be of Byzantine 
rather than classical inspiration. The Pisan capital belongs to a well-known group from 
the second half of the tenth century, from Madinat al-Zahra, one which includes three 
splendid examples bearing the name of al-Hakam II, Mustansir bi-llah, who reigned 
between 961 and 976.37 A dating to this period had been already advanced by Ugo 
Monneret de Villard on the basis of the inscription, for the same sculptor’s name, Fatḥ, 
occurs on capitals bearing the name of this caliph,38 and its stylistic characteristics 
serve only to confirm it. The capital may, then, have formed part of the architecture of 
the now ruined complex of Madinat al-Zahra near Cordoba. Given the vastness of the 
site, and the fact that it has only partially been excavated, it is impossible to determine 
the original position of the columns to which this group of capitals belonged, although 
given their size and quality it would be reasonable to associate them with either the 
palace itself or with one of the more imposing residences cum official buildings. Al-
though not identical, there are certainly strong resemblances between it and those in 
the still surviving part of the palace drawing room.
However imposing, Madinat al-Zahra was short-lived: it was sacked by rebellious 
Berbers in 1010, and thereafter fell into ruins. We have no information about how parts 
of it might have been dispersed, even less about the fate of the capital, although it is 
certainly reasonable to assume that plundered pieces might have been used as spolia 
in buildings elsewhere. The other possibility is that Madinat al-Zahra was not the 
only place at which Fatḥ was active, and that the capital did not originate there, being 
sculpted at and for a different site. In any event, a century or so later the capital was in 
Fig  1 7 Capital (replacement) with Pisan cross. Pisa, 
Duomo, end of the north transept
Fig  1 8 Griffin (copy). Pisa, Duomo, Gable of the rear 
end of the nave 
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Pisan hands: Monneret de Villard has put forward the hypothesis that both it and the 
griffin arrived in Pisa as part of the booty obtained from either the sack of Almeria in 
1089 or that of the Balearic Islands in 1114.39
Presumably once one of a group in a line of columns, the capital would have been a 
significant decorative element within an architectural complex enshrining grandeur and 
opulence, while when displayed in lofty isolation upon the cathedral roof, it could read-
ily be understood as a projection of power, a trophy serving to mark Pisan domination.
But in the absence of contemporary documentation, exactly how it was perceived 
by those who placed it there is unknown, and although the ideological interpretation 
is compelling, the possibility of a more mundane explanation for its location cannot be 
Fig  1 9 Bronze lion. Islamic Mediterranean or southern Italy, 11th to 12th century. Mari-Cha Collection
completely excluded. If a capital was needed to support a cross matching the one at the 
other end of the transept, this one could have stood out among the various available 
pieces of mainly Roman spolia because of the quality of the carving and the particular 
shade of the marble, which blends in well with the complex coloration of the material 
of the cathedral. The marble of the capital is not white, but of a creamy or indeed al-
most pinkish colour, depending on how the light strikes it, and because the deep carv-
ing of its wonderfully stylised and distinctive floral design absorbs as well as reflects the 
light, it could have been selected for its potential contribution to the subtle polychrome 
marble effects that play a substantial role in the visual aesthetics of the cathedral.
Much later, in the early twentieth century, it was given a quite different function and 
setting. Having been taken down for restoration, it was replaced by another capital and 
reused in the adjoining baptistery where, in the centre of the baptismal font, it served 
as the pedestal for a bronze figure of Saint John the Baptist. Since the ideological im-
pulse that may have caused it to be displayed on the roof was now no longer so urgent, 
if indeed it was still felt at all, it may be that the primary reason for placing it in the font 
was a perception of its aesthetic merit. Later still, however, during the twentieth centu-
ry, it was subjected to a more knowing transformation by being housed in the museum, 
and here, inevitably, it has become overlaid with further strata of meaning, for apart 
from being yet another object of aesthetic contemplation it acquires particular mass as 
a focus of art-historical inquiry, being thereby endowed with a past that points out its 
symbolic significance within the context of current East-West (or North-South) post-
colonial sensitivities. It has become, then, in its most recent phase, a highly charged 
cultural exhibit, both deracinated and recontextualised, a key to historical memory and 
a site of Andalusian nostalgia.
Whereas the provenance of the capital is assuredly Spanish, that of the griffin re-
mains obscure.40 We do not know exactly where it was made: indeed, scholars using 
the standard techniques of comparative stylistic and iconographical study have been 
able to venture a considerable number of suggestions, ranging from Iran to Egypt and 
Ifriqiyya, from Spain to southern Italy—their sheer variety suggests that with such an 
object this approach has certain limitations. Nevertheless, it is still primarily on stylis-
tic grounds that scholarship has recently managed to reach a consensus, or at least a 
majority verdict, one that favours an Iberian / Spanish islands provenance, and thereby 
endorses the views of Pietro Serri and Ugo Monneret de Villard, both of whom, in 1833 
and 1946 respectively, linked it to the Balearic Islands.41 But provenance is in any case 
only one element, and it is clear that in order to understand the object better different 
questions need to be asked concerning both its material, thus involving bronze casting 
techniques, and, beyond manufacturing processes, its original context and function. 
This type of approach might incidentally help us refine the issue of its provenance if 
a precise context is found, but its primary purpose is to investigate its cultural signifi-
cance, thereby restoring for it a past against which the functional and symbolic disloca-
tions of its later trajectory can be plotted.
These, too, require further investigation, for although scholarship on the griffin 
sheds some light on its reception in Italy,42 its significance and symbolism are still not 
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entirely clear. It has been suggested many times that, being part of the rich booty that 
the Pisans captured, possibly from the Balearic islands, the griffin was put on the top 
of the cathedral as a trophy, to mark the power of the maritime republic of Pisa after 
one of the successful battles that it had engaged in (Fig. 1.8). The fact that the griffin is 
a large bronze obviously gives it great material value, and it provides a connection with 
the bronze doors of the cathedral as well; to this can be added the further point that 
it could have been seen by the Pisans as analogous to the bronze statues that survived 
in Rome and were appropriated during the Middle Ages as signifiers of the imperial 
past.43 In attempting to understand the cultural field within which the griffin would 
have been perceived by its captors when deciding what to do with it, it is fruitful to 
consider the association with royalty that griffins share with lions. The idea is of con-
siderable antiquity in the Near and Middle East and it is intriguing to note that the one 
possible companion piece for the griffin, a large bronze remarkably similar in style, is, 
precisely, a lion (Fig. 1.9). Both griffins and lions populate the visual arts of the me-
dieval Mediterranean, and it seems that, in a secular environment, griffins were used 
and understood as royal symbols. In the religious sphere, on the other hand, they were 
used and understood as apotropaic symbols, so that the Pisa griffin might have been 
thought to have value as a guardian figure. In addition, the suggestion has been made 
that the incised animals (two lions and two eagles) on the shield-like area between the 
legs and the body of the griffin would have been taken to refer to its dual nature as a 
combination of the most noble denizens of earth and sky, a reminder therefore of the 
dual nature of Christ.44 The fact that the birds in question are more likely to be falcons 
than eagles might be thought to slightly weaken this Christological interpretation but, 
Fig  1 10 Copper alloy falcon. Iran 
or Spain (?), 8th to 11th century. 
Lucca, San Frediano
Fig  1 11 Falcon (copy of Fig. 1.10) transformed into a weathercock, 
13th or 14th century. Lucca, San Frediano
as the above survey shows, it is clearly possible 
to marshal arguments to help explain why the 
appropriate place for the griffin was thought to 
be aloft a short column at the apex of the apse, 
above a most sacred part of the church.
A further question concerns the state of the 
griffin when the Pisans captured it and how 
they would have understood it. Had it already 
been isolated, detached from its setting, or was 
it still functioning as originally intended? The 
question is of relevance given that on the ba-
sis of recent research it has been hypothesised 
that it was originally designed as a noise-pro-
ducing beast, that is, that it belonged to the 
class of automata, which were such a strik-
ing feature of early medieval court culture, 
whether Islamic or Byzantine.45 Assuming that 
it was still functioning when seized, we would 
be in a position to refine our understanding of 
its symbolism in Pisa, for it could have been 
mounted above the cathedral expressly as a mysterious and terrifying guardian that 
emitted sounds, if no longer mechanically but randomly when the wind blew through 
its open belly and hollow body. One intriguing parallel is suggested by the big lions in 
gilded bronze that are reported to have been positioned at the four corners of the roof 
of the Ghumdan palace in Yemen and, as both al-Hamadani (early tenth century) and 
Yaqut (575–626 / 1179–1229) tell us, emitted roars when the wind passed through their 
hollow bodies.46
Yet another parallel is much closer at hand: a wonderful falcon, an eighth- to elev-
enth-century Iranian or possibly Spanish copper alloy piece, with incised decoration 
(and possibly once also inlaid) and an inscription across its chest in Arabic in the so-
called Kufic script, “bismillah baraka min allah” (in the name of Allah, blessing from 
Allah), that was installed on the apex of the roof of the church of San Frediano at Lucca 
(Fig. 1.10).47 This likewise produced a noise, depending on the strength of the wind, 
through a funnel positioned over its beak, and prior to being taken down in 1954 it 
had functioned as a weather vane.48 The hypothesis has been put forward that it came 
to Lucca as a result of the mission to Spain, in 1198, undertaken by Rainerio, a canon 
of San Frediano, under papal order.49 But whether or not this is the case, the date of 
installation is unknown, and beyond the striking similarity of the architectural ges-
ture, the parallel between the falcon and the griffin is as problematic as it is intriguing. 
Since the history of Lucca makes it unlikely that the falcon, which is in any case much 
smaller than the griffin, was meant to mark a victory over a Muslim adversary, what 
links the two animals is, fundamentally, the process of change to which they have been 
subjected, albeit one that had in each case a very different starting point, for whereas 
Fig  1 12 Falcon (copy of Fig. 1.10) as weathercock on a 
gilded globe inserted in the pole of a cross. Lucca, San 
Frediano, gable of the main façade
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the griffin may be related to the automata, the falcon originally had a quite different 
purpose, having most probably been an acquamanile.
The transformation it underwent, in the thirteenth or fourteenth century is, in fact, 
quite extraordinary, radically affecting not just function but also appearance: indeed, 
it is almost as if the falcon had been invited to a fancy-dress party, for in the course 
of being converted into a weathervane it was also changed into a cockerel, its head 
surmounted by a ‘helmet’ with a cockscomb at the back and a funnel-shaped sheath 
over the beak at the front, its body covered by a ‘coat’ of gilded copper, and its tail 
surmounted by a further, broad-bladed cock’s tail (Fig. 1.11)!50 This was designed to 
catch the wind and ensure rotation, and two large round holes were created in order to 
insert a pole around which this new weather cockerel would turn, while other, smaller 
holes were made to attach the new helmet and tail. But there is yet another hole in the 
belly, the purpose of which has not been satisfactorily explained. The suggestion that it 
may indicate that the falcon was created as an incense burner founders on the strong 
likelihood that the hole is not original,51 and I am of the opinion, rather, that it was 
added during the transformation process to allow the wind access in order to reverber-
ate within the hollow body and come out through the short funnel-like tube encasing 
the open beak, helping to direct and amplify the sound.52 The beautiful falcon with an 
Islamic inscription thus became a Christian symbol, a reference to the Gospel story of 
Fig  1 13 Exhibition hall showing the griffin and the lion facing each other. Doha, February 2009
Saint Peter, who denied Christ three times as the cock crowed, and at the same time a 
reminder, as it turned in the wind, of human inconstancy (Fig. 1.12).53
Until recently, the art-historical literature surrounding the griffin, from its begin-
nings in the nineteenth century, had been dominated by the standard obsession with 
taxonomy, with stylistic groupings and issues of provenance. More recently, it has 
gradually become an integral part of the intercultural discourse on art and cultural ex-
changes between East and West, with an emphasis on the Mediterranean.54 As in the 
case of the capital, its place in this discourse is an inescapable aspect of its status as a 
museum exhibit. It is a striking example of an Islamic artefact that, given the time of its 
capture, provides a symbolic crux, embodying on the one hand sophistication and skill 
as the product of a previously superior culture and polity, and on the other military 
defeat at the hands of Christians, the beginning of a fundamental shift in the balance 
of power in the western Mediterranean. But during the late twentieth and the early 
twenty-first centuries, we have witnessed a further shift, one in which, at the intellec-
tual and ideological level, scholars have increasingly come to regard the Mediterranean 
in terms not of opposition and political domination but of negotiation and mercantile 
exchange. Simultaneously, at the practical level the leverage of oil revenues has enabled 
Middle Eastern collections, whether state or private, to be enhanced by the acquisi-
tion of Middle Eastern artefacts, and has made possible arrangements of exhibitions 
drawing on Western holdings. It was with the associated ‘cross-boundaries’ discourse 
in mind that, to mark the occasion of the opening of the new museum of Islamic Art 
in Doha in 2008, the griffin was asked to ‘fly’ to Qatar and figure in a special exhibi-
tion called Beyond Boundaries: Islamic Art Across Cultures.55 The centre-stage position 
that the griffin had was shared, in that exhibition, by the Mari-Cha lion, so that for 
the first time these two big and most striking bronze sculptures of the medieval world 
could be seen together, face to face (Fig. 1.13). They thus invite Arab (but also Western) 
visitors not merely to admire them as aesthetic objects but to experience through them 
something of the changes they have undergone, something of the rich history that they 
enshrine. But also, since the knowingness of the modern gaze can rarely divest itself of 
irony, they may be tempted to reflect on the still unresolved puzzles of provenance that 
in their turn signal complexities of cultural interaction, for whereas the capital is surely 
from Muslim Spain and the griffin probably so, the lion—which almost has the air of 
a counterpart to the griffin, so that one could well imagine them together as part of a 
group of resplendent bronze beasts—may well hail from southern Italy.56 Its ‘Islamic’ 
identity thus perhaps needs to yield to the Islamicate, and so encompass the fruitful 
interactions and transformations this term suggests.
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CHAPTER 2
the Impact of Oriental Silks on Italian Silk Weaving 
in the fourteenth Century
Lisa Monnas
A colourful two-sided altarpiece by Meo da Siena, painted in 1330–33 for the Benedic-
tine Abbey of San Pietro, Perugia, displays a wealth of figured silk designs offering an 
intriguing juxtaposition of tradition and innovation.1 On one side, Christ is enthroned 
flanked by the twelve apostles and, on the other, the enthroned Virgin is flanked by 
twelve saints, with a kneeling donor, Abbot Ugolino. While Saint Bartholomew wears 
a mantle figured with a geometric interlace suggesting a Hispano-Moresque fabric 
that would not have looked out of place in the late thirteenth century, Saint Stephen 
is depicted in a new style of silk, a swirling design of grapevines with stylised foliage 
(Fig. 2.1).2 The cloth of estate behind Christ and Saint Peter’s pontifical vestments are 
embellished with wonderful and curious animals, with wild-looking birds worn by 
Saint Peter, and fish behind Christ (Fig. 2.2).3 In choosing this fish motif, the artist 
may have been consciously evoking the traditional symbol of Christ,4 but these are not 
the static fish of early Christian art, as they have the vivacity of the Asian dragon-fish 
(makara) or Chinese flying fish (fei yu).5 Similar fish can be seen on the cuffs of a tu-
nicle in Brandenburg Cathedral made out of a fourteenth-century Italian half-silk (Pl. 
2.1).6 Meo’s exuberant designs reflect the style of fabrics imported from the Mongol 
Empire and copied by Italian weavers.
The taste for these textiles formed part of a wider appreciation of Eastern craftsman-
ship manifest in the intricate inlaid metal basins from Ilkhanid Iran and from the Mos-
lem Levant and rare examples of Syrian glass and Chinese porcelain traceable to the 
European market or European ownership in the late medieval period.7 As they were 
less fragile than porcelain or glass, and were major items of trade, imported in greater 
numbers, and widely used in the church where they have been preserved over the cen-
turies, it is the silks that have survived in greater quantities. Examples have been found 
among noble burial clothing and church vestments in Italy, Spain, France, the Low 
Countries and Northern Europe, including Scandinavia and England, with important 
finds in Germany. They were the preserve of an elite clientele and have been found 
among the belongings of princes, popes and emperors.
Silks from the Mongol Empire reached Europe from the mid-thirteenth century on-
wards, either as objects of trade or as diplomatic gifts. In the hundred years between 
1300 and 1400, thanks to the influence of these imported fabrics, Italian silk design un-
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